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Dave A. Sadoff, CPG-9933
D
C
California Section
Dave Sadoff, a CPG, has been either vice president or president or other advisor to the California
d
Section for the past 10 to 15 years. During that
S
time, he has been a delegate at the national meetti
ings, and served two terms on the National AIPG
in
Advisory Board, giving up his time freely for the organization. He has
participated in several of the Sacramento Drive-In meetings over the
years. Of great value for the California Section, Dave has been a science
fair judge. He has taken care of attending and arranging for additional
judges and the awards for the annual California State Science Fair in the
California State Science Center in southern California. This ha been an
annual event. He has been going to these fairs as a judge, taking a day
off of work each year, and participating as a judge and by encouraging
students in the earth sciences. This effort is important, and he usually
writes up the event for The Professional Geologist magazine. He has also
helped mentor students at the UC Davis AIPG Student Chapter section
meeting a few years ago by leading a round-table discussion about his
career as a geologist with a major insurance company and some of his
projects. Dave exemplifies the conscientious professional geologist in
California, and he is deserving of a Section Leadership Award.
Nominated by James A. Jacobs, CPG-7760

Douglas C. Peters, CPG-8274
D
C
Colorado Section
I am nominating Douglas C. Peters, CPG-8274,
for the Section Leadership Award. Doug has been
fo
a key member of the Colorado Section for many
years. He has served on the Section Executive
ye
Committee in almost every position including
C
Section President. He is currently the Section Editor responsible for
compiling the quarterly Colorado Professional Geologist. For many
years Doug has maintained a Section email list and sends out messages on upcoming meetings for local geological groups, field trips,
short courses, posts job information, and other section news. These
emails come out every other week or so and are a very useful means of
keeping track of what is going on in Colorado’s geoscience community.
Nominated by David M. Abbott, Jr., CPG-4570

Glen L. Faulkner, CPG-635
G
G
Georgia Section
Glen is a charter member of AIPG. He moved to
Atlanta in 1990 and since 1994 he has been an offiA
cer of the Georgia Section as Treasurer. He recently
ce
retired this year as Treasurer after 20 years. Glen
re
would help in organizing all of our field trips and
w
meetings. He is a regular that would attend and assist in any way. Glen
always was the member the other officers would go to when asking
about what we should spend limited funds on or if we had questions
on activities we should undertake. Glen has never been active at the
national level and is well deserving of this recognition.
Nominated by Ronald J. Wallace, CPG-8153

Martin J. Hamper, CPG-10250
Illinois/Indiana Section
I submit my full support of Martin (Marty)
Hamper for consideration to receive the AIPG
Section Leadership Award. I currently serve as
President of the Illinois/Indiana Section of AIPG,
where Marty’s influence and dedication spans over
16 years and has helped create a thriving organization that allows us to
increase our offerings to students, young professionals, and our core of
practicing professional geologists.
While many of our section members contribute to the success of
AIPG at the section level, only a small portion move on to seek positions
within the national organization. In addition, some of these contributors prefer to operate at a local level where they can operate in a more
personal way that is closer to their clients and peers. This award provides a mechanism for AIPG national to recognize the high-performing
contributors at the Section level. Marty Hamper embodies the spirit
of this award and is my nominee for the inaugural award. Following
are some of Marty’s key contributions to the Illinois/Indiana Section.
• Martin J. Hamper (CPG-10250) became a Certified Professional
Geologist in 1998.
• To assist in development and promulgation of new laws in Illinois
that regulate the practice of geologists, the Illinois Chapter of the
IL/IN Section of AIPG was created. Marty was a founding member
of this Chapter and successfully navigated the bureaucracy and
aligned multiple stakeholders in the push to establish Geology as
an Illinois licensed profession.
• In 2002, Marty became president of the Illinois Chapter of the IL/
IN Section of AIPG. At that time he was appointed to serve as the
registered lobbyist and continued to serve in this important role
promoting the interests of Illinois geologists until 2009. In 2009,
new lobbying laws established new reporting requirements that
made it too difficult to maintain a lobbyist within our section.
• Over the years as a lobbyist for the Chapter, Marty worked to get
state regulations and state legislation passed on behalf of Illinois
Professional Geologists and student geologists.
• Marty had a significant contribution to the passing of Senate Bill
1968 that included Geologist in the laws for the Site Remediation
Program and the Underground Storage Tank Program for the
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, and House Bill 3158 that
extended the sunset for the Professional Geologists Licensing Act
through 2016. He helped promote House Bill 4762 allowing Geology
students to take the fundamentals exam in their senior year at college, and supporting increasing funding for the Central Great lakes
Geologic Mapping Coalition in the House Interior and Environment
Appropriations Bill to $5 million in FY2008 and FY2009.
• He has served the IL/IN Section for a number of years in several
offices, including President in 2007. Under Marty’s leadership, the
Section flourished and gained new leaders and new members. The
Section has become a vibrant organization with networking and
business opportunities for its members.
• Marty’s work for AIPG has focused on local issues affecting professional geologists and geology students. Marty received a Service
Award from the AIPG IL/IN Section in 2007 in recognition of
exemplary service to the profession of geology.
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Marty is a frequent contributor to the AIPg IL/IN Section newsletter on regulatory, legislative, and geological issues.
• Marty continues to serve as an AIPG IL/IN Section advisory board
member and is spearheading a fund-raising campaign to establish
capital that can be used to support the lobbying campaign needed
to make sure that the Professional Geologist Licensing Act does
not get repealed, as scheduled, on January 2016.
In summary, Marty has a 16 year record of contributions to the success of AIPG and the profession of Geology at the section level. I believe
that Marty personifies the spirit of the AIPG Section Leadership
Award and is a perfect candidate for this award in its inaugural year.
His contributions and achievements have been critical to the success
of the AIPG IL/IN Section.
Nominated by Jeffrey M. Groncki, CPG-11118

Adam W. Heft, CPG-10265
A
M
Michigan Section
The AIPG Michigan Section Executive
Committee, supports the nomination of Adam
C
Heft, CPG-10265 for the AIPG Section Leadership
H
Award.
A
Adam has shown outstanding dedication to
AIPG and, in particular, the Michigan Section and has the unanimous
support of the executive committee for this award. Adam has continuously held leadership positions in the Michigan Section and has ongoing involvement with the executive committee is highly appreciated.
Adam doesn’t advertise his achievements; however, over the years, his
efforts have directly and indirectly led to significant improvement in
the Section’s finances, achieved, in part by as dedication to presenting
cutting edge information at well attended annual workshops. It was
Adam’s leadership that was instrumental in executive the successful
2007 AIPG National Meeting in Traverse City.
Adam has also provided leadership in the day-to-day operation of
the Michigan section, volunteering for numerous committees, organizing many section field trips, and volunteering to man registration
tables and assist in numerous ways during our many member events.
Somehow, Adam has also found time to demonstrate his love of geology by assembling and proudly displaying a collection of rock cores
for the entire Michigan Stratigraphic Sequence.
As the Michigan Section newsletter editor, Adam has acquired a
great deal of historical knowledge of past AIPG events and issues,
and is a very important resource and point of continuity that helps
anchor the section as executive committees change over the years.
As a fourth year executive committee member, and this year’s
president, I have come to realize how much of a key role Adam plays
within our section, and I would personally be at a loss to smoothly
maintain Section operations without his help and selfless service.
If anyone represents the spirit behind the intent of this award, it
is Adam Heft, and I, along with the rest of the executive committee,
whole-heartedly endorse his nomination.
Nominated by Craig A. Savage, CPG-8052
Dawn L. Prell, CPG-11222
Brian F. Burke, CPG-10546
Linda M. Hensel, CPG-9867

Gary H. Haag, CPG-7667
G
S
South Dakota Section
It is my pleasure to nominate Gary H. Haag,
CPG-7667 for the AIPG Section Leadership
C
Award. Mr. Haag is a long-time member and
A
leader of the South Dakota Section of AIPG, and
le
he exemplifies the qualities and activities that are
h
recognized through this award.
The AIPG South Dakota Section has had a long and varied history which reflects many of the challenges that commonly confront
Sections in geographically large states with relatively low populations.
At one point following a steady decline in membership participation,
there were only a handful of members keeping the Section active, of
which Gary Haag was one. For many years Gary served in a variety
of officer positions for the Section including President, Secretary/
Treasurer, and Chair of several Section committees. His efforts were
critical in keeping the South Dakota Section from becoming dormant,
and through the efforts of Mr. Haag and a few other active members,
the decline in membership and participation was reversed. Since
that low point in Section activity, thanks in part to the perseverance
and contributions of Mr. Haag, the AIPG South Dakota Section has
recently surpassed 75 participants including CPGs, Members, Young
Professional Members and Student Members. Remarkably, Gary still
serves as Secretary/Treasurer for the South Dakota Section, and he
continues to contribute his time and efforts for the growth and benefit
of the Section. As an example, he recently participated in a multiagency effort to design, construct, and install a geologic roadside
display along the route to Mount Rushmore in the Black Hills, and
he is an active participant in almost every Section field trip, activity
and meeting,
In short, Gary Haag has been a pillar of the AIPG South Dakota
Section for many years, providing support and leadership under any
circumstance, and he is a large factor in the success that the Section
is experiencing at present. Mr. Haag embodies the ideals that are
intended for recognition through this award.
Nominated by J. Foster Sawyer, CPG-10000

Andrew B. Graham, CPG-9035
A
W
Wisconsin Section
On behalf of the Wisconsin Section of the AIPG, I
would like to formally nominate Andrew Graham, Past
w
Section President for the AIPG Section Leadership
S
Award.
A
Andy has been active in the Wisconsin Section since the 1990s! He’s
helped the Section: organize field trips, Geology Day at the capitol, the
National AIPG conference in 2000, licensing geologist in Wisconsin,
creating power point presentation for college geology students and
annual dinners and presentations to our members.
He taught me the ropes of being the Section President three years
ago, and he still calls into our monthly meetings to provide advice
and support. He participates in Section events enthusiastically and
encourages all of us to try new things. We would not be an active
section anymore, if it would not have been for Andy’s continued help.
Nominated by Christine F. Lilek, CPG-10195

